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By Marsea Nelson
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The Academic Senate spent a
large portion of its Monday meeting discussing AS 12/49, which
would adopt a preliminary plan to
convert the current SOTE paperbased process to an online collection system.
The SOTE, which stands
for Student Opinion Teaching
Evaluation, is administered to all
classes at the end of the semester.
The resolution was passed hut
not before considerable (i .,. ussion
about the CI /51 predictions laid twut
in the resolution.
The resolution is primarily a
request to the prosost to pros ide
funding to look at the Web -based
sersion. said Shannon Bilis. pm lessor of biological SI:letll’es, who
spoke on behalf of the Professional
Standards Committee.
She said the committee is ants
to find out it the online version
is indeed cost-efficient and if it is
secure.
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Crossword p. 7
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The online SOTE version would
he qualitative, allow student input
and may have word recognition
sof t ware. The program woukl he
built in-house.
Concern was raised about
whether students would he motivated enough to till out Web -based
sou, Bros said at other universities where THE online SOFE
questionnaires were used, there
was an initial drop in participation hut it increased when students
were educated about it.
The resolution states that implementation would cost $21000, hut
that annual %usings of the paper based forms would he $(13.364.
Rameshwar Singh, a professor
of civil and environmental engineering. said he thought the estimated costs of the online versions.
which totaled $1 .0110 annually. is as
unrealisii. ally loss
see SENATE, page 6
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Daniel No, left, the project manager of the Clark Hall reconstruction, and Brian Williams, right, an inspector, show the current state of the fifth
floor to Armando Sanchez, San Jose State University’s newly hired senior architect, on Monday. Clark Hall will house faculty offices, departmental
offices, classrooms and learning labs.
By Angela Forte
Daily Staff Writer

Surrounded hy felICCS, conworkeis is I ,rk diligently to cannier,. all he floors
of the new Clark 11,111. formally
Clark 1.ilitar. at San Jose State
struction

Di sirs
DaIllel NO. ii, IIIIeCt and construction manage’ at facilities.
Ii’. .’lupttieumt and Operations
deportment said that consul!,
a total ot
num um Clark Hall
21).111111 square leet
hegan it
early Slat, Ii and is ill he sompleted hs Ntirch 200h.
"Classes is iin’t he held in Debris, construction materials and tools litter the ground floor of the old
the building until Fall semestei Clark Hall. The ground floor is serving as the construction office while
200b. hut faculty members and the building is being renovated for use as offices.
staff will move into their offices
he accommi slated through the cim- hers made the do:pm/II, as to muss
in the hall." No said.
struction ol this hall," Shum said.
the hall would be organized.
William Shunt, director of
Nance said Clark Hall will be a
William Nance, vice provost
planning. design and construccombination of classn aims, teachtion at the facilities. deselopment and associate vice president of
labs. taciilt departments and
and operations department. said academis planning and bud- ing
construction tor Clark Hall is a gets office and a member of the administrafise offices.
’no ersut Cortunittee for five
Nance said the Academic
secondary effect of the Dr. Martin
years, said he. along with mem- Success Center, Tech Support.
Luther King Jr..11rint Library
"lbe state recognized that the bers suck as other deans, facility Student Support. an Internet bar
student affairs and faculty mem- and cafe, group meeting spaces.
university had needs that Ileetk’d

tumors College. Metropolitan
tnisersity Scholar’s Experience
Muse’ Seminar classrooms anti
ads using offices will he located on
the first floor.
Ni. said the Academic Success
Center is ill he one of the most exciting achlitIOWN to Clark Hall.
"The center is ill allow students
to meet in ,2i-oiips I.. N%orl1/4 on projects," No said "It’s a meeting
place that’s a cross between the
lihrary and Student I. ’mon.Nance said the second and third
4, %s ill ouistst 01 classrooms.
ersity
teaching labs and t
Adsancemi,’nt u Intuit:using and
community relations department.
According to the artist:rot) ads ancemem Wets site, the program
raises plicate funds, connects alumni and keeps unisersity constituents
informed on its progress via communications and public affairs.
Nance said that academic departments and faculty offices will
he on the fourth floor and administrati%e space. including administration and finance will he on the
hrth floor.
see CLARK, page 4

UPD detains woman after scuffle SJSU tracks history
of student clubs
By Emmanuel Lopez
Ihfily C’apy Minor

..1n unidentified woman was handcuffed
and restiamed in the breezeway between
the Sc tem,. building and the Ih. Martin
Luther Kluft’ Jr. Joint Library on Monday
alter she ic.oded of (kw,’ attempts to talk
said an officer
to het and ’,’came s
loin, the I niscroty Ihtike I kpartment
the worn
muling to Sgt John
an. is h’’...1 led herself "Priscilla," became
s dent ’. tutu he attempted to admimstei
a pat down to find 11 she had additional
items in het iNissession
"She etpressed that she agreed to the
pat -down.- laws said. "She was OK. until
I at twill s laid hands ion her and then she
w as ma t Is "
Sung, security of titer at the
Willa I
King I "Mary. said he was the first to re
spinal to the call after a concerned library
patron flagged him shortly after 5 p m
Neal IVoters / Daily Matt
’She said she saw a woman sprits
painting herself and talking incoherently.’
A woman was detained on Fourth Street between the Science building and the Or. Martin Luther
Sung said
King Jr. Joint Library and taken to Emergency Psychiatric Services at Valley Medical Center
Sung said he approached the woman
Monday after she resisted University Police Department officers attempts to question her. The
police transported "Priscilla," the only name she would give authorities, in handcuffs and a wrap
around her legs to prevent her from kicking.
sat INCIDENT, parr S

By Lauren Bosch
Daily Staff Writer

The first State Normal School
in California, San Jose State
University has had a long history of
student involvement since opening
In 1857.
Although SJSU has been labeled
as a "commuter school," one dc.
partment on campus has fought that
title since the early 189(b.. During
the last 148 years. Student Life
and Leadership has been the home
to more than 240 student organizations, a group of organizations that
has given many opportunities to
SJSU students.
"All of our student organizations have contributed significantly
to students’ experiences.- said
Meredith Moran, director of Student
Life and Leadership. "Whether an
organization’s purpose is cultural.
recreational sports, departmental.
social. service, honorary, political
or religious it can make an impor-

tant difference in its members’ overall college experience."
The richness of SJSU’s orgaMzation history comes from many
of its Greek-lettered organizations.
Moran said. Though several have
heen renamed since their founding.
12 (11 the 14 fraternities and sororities Moe been recognized student
organizations lot more than 50
years. One sorority, Alpha Phi, can
claim being the longest running
student organization, with no interruption in time, since the founding
of Fro Sophian. the organization’s
original name, in Itl9t4.
"I think there is a different kind
of pride knowing that we have so
much history and that we’ve been
around through so many changes."
said Juliet Araual. Alpha Phi chapter president. "And that we’ve been
able to he a part of making those
changes over the last century, it’s
pretty special tithe a part of that."
Many have also had several key
Set CLUBS, page S
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Should San Jose have a Major
League Baseball team?

A baseball team will bring
recognition to San Jose.

YE’,

APRIL 26, 2005

The city does not have money
to fund a baseball team.

NO

Major League Baseball should come to San Jose for all the obvious
reasons.
San Jose is a highly developed city and it will become even more developed with a highly publicized baseball team.
If people within the city actually like the team and its members, perhaps the team will do well. When the team does well, fans will attend the
games, stadium sales will increase and nearby businesses will thrive.
More revenue will come into the city and San Jose will progress in all
areas with better restaurants, museums, boutiques. cafes and bookstores.
San Jose will become more popular and in time, much cooler.
Not that cool is everything, but it does have its perks.
Instead of being known as the city that is close to San Francisco and
full of khaki -clad tech geeks, San Jose can be the city known for its sunny
weather, successful businesses and sophisticated intellectuals.
San Jose may even have a promising nightlife. where residents and
travelers will have more bars and lounges to choose from what is already
offered.
Maybe, as a result, we can become more
like Los Angeles because we will never be
as marvelous as San Francisco.
San Jose already has smog and freeways are congested.
Women and men nip and tuck.
People are more apt to modify everything, from their entrees to their cocktails.
With far less style, culture, pretentious eateries and superstars. San Jose is
ANGELA FORTE
not quite at Los Angeles’ status, but the
Mercedes sport utility vehicles. inflated
salaries and million-dollar salaries should amount to something.
So why not give this town a chance to be more on the map?
Currently we have the San Jose Giants.This baseball team means
nothing because it is a minor league baseball team.The major leagues are
what matters when it comes to making status quo.
When players are able to play in an amazingly large stadium, make
headlines by crashing cars and bar fighting all while getting paid millions
is when the publicity begins.
Die-hard fans with prominent reputations will till the seats, just as
people do with the Los Angeles Lakers’ games.
Think about Jack Nicholson. sitting courtside. wearing his trademark
black sunglasses and yelling at the referee.
And for those less loyal fans, just showing to the game will symbolize
one’s status. Wearing the hat, sporting the logo, purchasing box seats and
showing up in Gucci is what it will be all about.
And as far as funding for the stadium, it is a good idea that the dollars
should come out of the pockets of those who are ridiculously overpaid
because those are the ones who will be attending.
The major league baseball team will also be great for those who really
do appreciate the game.
If anything it will look good on Mayor Ron Gonzales’ resume and will
surely serve his ego.

At first glance, bringing a professional baseball team to San Jose
seems like a fantastic idea respect, notoriety and more tax revenue
than you could shake a stick at. The snickering and "where is that?" will
stop if you tell them you’re from San Jose. Don’t be fooled. Bringing a
professional baseball team here is anything but a dream come true. In
fact. it would be a colossal nightmare.
First of all. San Jose doesn’t have a stadium or other facility to support
a professional team. To do that would require something the size of SBC
Park and San Jose simply doesn’t have the room. A stadium requires permanent parking, more restaurants. more sewage systems and other infrastructures to be built. This isn’t just for one season this is permanent.
Second and most important, there is no money for a stadium and the
team that goes along with it. The professional baseball teams aren’t going to pay a dime for the new facility the taxpayers do. Tax money
will have to be taken away from education, public safety, road repair and
construction, a few of the vital organs for the body of San Jose to function. If San Jose is that body. then it’s been
through one hell of a car wreck without a
seatbelt on, going twice the speed limit in
the fast lane.
It’s hard enough to survive on what
little tax revenue there is in San Jose, since
businesses have evacuated this economic
Dust Bowl for greener pastures. Funneling
money into an unproven venture like a
baseball stadium could be financial suicide
for the city if it doesn’t come to fruition.
ERIN CABALLERO
The strike of the NHL is proof that, in sports.
loyalty is an extremely loose term.
We can’t rely on a professional baseball team to be that knight in
shining armor to come rescue us from our economic woes, because that
knight won’t come. While San Jose has many things other big cities only
dream of glorious weather only seen in the Mediterranean. a low
crime rate and more relaxed social attitudes San Jose doesn’t have the
name recognition of New York or Los Angeles.
We’re Silicon Valley, the epicenter of the digital earthquake whose aftershocks have been felt on every comer of the planet. Placing a baseball
stadium in San Jose is like placing a bandage on a dike that’s about ready
to rupture the economic damage has already been done.
To truly repair San Jose’s situation, crucial changes to the infrastructure need to be made. Public transportation needs to run as smoothly. as
frequently and as well integrated as the subway systems in New York.
Schools need to produce more Hewlett-Packards. Google founders
and eBay starters. The social scene in San Jose needs to he more than
just another Santana Row of the same designer shops. San Jose needs its
Chinatown. its Madison Avenue and its own song, other than the idiotic.
schmaltzy tune "Do You Know the Way to San Jose?"
Bringing a professional baseball team to San Jose is a crack -pipe
dream that will cause more problems than it will solve. The word "miracle" belongs in Ashlee Simpson’s Grammy Award acceptance speech or
on a jar of mayonnaise it doesn’t belong on the municipal budget.
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Illustration by Alan Bayudan

Erin Caballero is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Angela Forte is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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"No. Fans would be
furious if there was
another team. We
already represent the
Giants and the A’s."
Shawn Dunsey

"No. I don’t understand
how we can fit three
teams in such a small
area. There wouldn’t
be enough support."
Alexis Ponopolous

"No. There are more
important things to
focus on and more
important things to
spend money on."
Benjamin Haller

"Yes. The population
is growing and the
city has the money to
support a
baseball team."
Alex Ebramhimi

"Yes. It would generate
a lot of money for the
city with ticket sales
and merchandising."
Teresa Ecdao

"Yes. It would create
more economic
opportunities for San
Jose and would really
benefit the city."
Benjamin Henderson

freshman,
undeclared

senior, television, radio, film
and theatre

Open University student,
biological science

senior,
business

junior,
business management

sophomore,
political science
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OPINION PAGE POLICY

I Readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the Opinion page with a
letter to the editor.

A letter to the editor is a response to an issue or a
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 2(5) to 400 words will be
considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clanty, grammar, libel and
length. Submissions must contain the author’s n.trrie,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel
Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to (40N) 924-3/37, e-mail at
spartandailysvcasa.stsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San lose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School of loumalism and Mass Communications or
SISU.
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HOT DAMN

New paper would express alternative voices
The keynote speaker of the 19th annual Magazine
Day spun many tales of running an alternative newsweekly.
Dan Pulcrano, CEO of Metro Newspapers. lathered
the San Jose State University audience with stories of
a sometimes-struggling, offbeat newspaper, and this
campus is missing out.
It’s time that the Spartan Daily had some competition other than the biannual Access Magazine and
the weekly "Update News" TV show. These media
do not necessarily pick up those "other" stories that
the Spartan Daily misses. All of the on -campus gossip
that doesn’t get plastered in the Daily’s pages could be
exposed by an alternative newsweekly.
Of course, this paper would need its share of degeneracy. Lien Pulcrano acknowledged that some
members of his staff on the Metro used to snort cocaine in the darkroom. There is no doubt that the editors of tit se trashy supermarket tabloids are on some-

thing. This new paper needs to join in the fun.
The advertising becomes a big factor in making
Or, rather than going the route of a newsweekly. this paper succeed. The Daily already gets a lot of
the paper could be a weekly entertainment magazine the alternative advertising that tends not to appear in
with a celebrity on every cover. All the
professional newspapers, so this paper
photos can be bright plastic ornaments
would haw to pick up a different market
grimacing at all the readers through the
not currently supported by the campus.
advertisement -soaked text. All of the regLike some alternatise %wakes. this
ular features, in lieu of sports and opinone could turn to the seemingly unlimion, can be free advertising for trendy
ited market of masseuses with pictures
products and local services.
taken in a shopping mall’s photo booth.
Let’s not forget the limiting of the
Weeklies seem to those on phone Mr3
audience. The Spartan Daily tries to apads. A few calls to the right agencies
peal to all students, hut this alternative
would surely bring in mountains of sexy
newsweekly needs to make sure it will
advertising.
JOHN MYERS
be read by the disenfranchised, the forThe core function of having an altergotten. the ignored. It could limit itself to
native neissiseekly on campus would
a specific group in those categories, catering only to be to provide the public is ith in-depth. investigatiie
extreme scrapbookers or the true warriors of the Kill stories. The Spartan Daily doesn’t ha% e the time or
the (7aterpillars Foundation.
the space to run these articles, so the new paper 33M1131

have plenty of’ slack to pick up.
Once and for all, the student body can find out what
goes on during "staff deselopment days." Finally.
the students will understand the real intricacies of a
presidential search. All of the inner back stabbing of
Associated Students is ill come alise in this paper’s
rags.
At the sery least it would pros ide the students with
another %ince rhe alternatice press may haw its roots
in the counter, ulture founded in the ’60s. but it can
still make an impact tin timely issues by digging in the
right corners ot the campus’s dark spots.
As Dan Pulcrano said, you don’t write for an alternatii e m.eckl), to get rich You do it to write about
what you siatit, to find your ois n since and to make a
difference.
ops editor
other Tondo%

irehtt ,ti\e’t’s /3 ei Spill Iri,1 1 hill% I
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Letter: Response to ’Pope conclave’ column

Letter: Student fees do not include other costs

Dear editor.

Dear editor,

As a member of the San lose
State University community. I am
embarrassed and appalled that the
Spartan Daily allowed the two recent columns by Elizabeth Nguyen
denigrating the papacy to the published.
Whatever personal views one
may hold regarding the Catholic
church, the recent events surrounding the death of John Paul
II and the election of a new pope
are both lush t ically important and
tun% sii (why .
M. Nguyen’s flippant treatment of these es ents was totally

void of journalistic merit. More
importantly, as she is a representative of this university’s newspaper, her columns demonstrated
a complete lack of journalistic
integrity. Would it he the policy of
the Spartan Daily to print insulting
and demeaning articles directed at
the leaders of the Jewish, African
American. gay and lesbian, or
Asian community’? If not, then
%illy is it acceptable to print such
articles about the leaders of the
Catholic community’?
Let me clearly state that I
wholeheartedly support every individuars right to express his or her
personal opinion. Ms. Nguyen’s

columns, howeser, make a mockery of constitutional free speech
and press. They could be more
aptly he described as the type of
writing one would expect to find
on the walls of a bathroom stall.
San Jose State prides itself on
its dedication to multiculturalism,
diversity, tolerance and respect. If
Ms. Nguyen truly wishes to demonstrate her support for those high
ideals, she should consider apologizing for her undignified and insulting remarks.
Robert Ctrivilleri
Ititructor
Histon

"Adam the Beaver" will not appear today due to space restrictions. It will return Friday. - L. W.

SPARTA GUIDE

In regard to Mr. II LiS hall’s letter, you are correct. Mr. lion. the
CS1 fees do not take into account
such costs of hi mg including gas.
groceries. mos ies. dates, surgeries,
candy or anything else you want to
include that don’t has e anything to
do with the CM’ system!
In fact, why would the (’SE’
system take into account anything
but the sost of the CSC system ’
But it you admit the (’Si’ system Is a bargain and that other
costs are the problem. then why are
you protesting the CSC tees?
It you behest: that Wal-Mart
and "Arnold’s business buddies"
are the problem. then why cieren’t
you protesting them?
Why is ere !,t)U hassling students
in class is ith your trite. obnoxious
pr ’list that apparently is :1,11’1
ei en protesting the right thing .’
frankly. I !Old it disturbing when

lepiesviiiatiie
a Stand I p Patty
embarrasses his party is ith such
osersights as "use’ re protesting the
ii rung entity !.
And look. pest because getting
a higher educatiiin is desirable
and helpful, still does not make it
a right.
Even if there is a lass saying it
has to he inexpensiic. it s still not
a right And esen it a high-school
degree on its oisn Isn’t enough
any more, higher education is still
not a right. Has mg the right to
pursue higher education is not the
same as has mg a right to higher
education
I he most obi ions leasoll
still 1101 a right
beyond the tact
that no lass states as such - is because sue base to [say tor it’ k:\ er
notice buss publis K-12 education
isn’t
is tuition -free but
(1r hiss about an analotls ’ It
you are st,ittuhiuig!Hal till ,..111110I
,otitt appoint,
.1 Liss 3r.

one tor you. right’ Well. I don’t remember reading anywhere that everyone %%hit cannot afford college
atter high school will be provided
is ith a college education for free
Rom the state.
Honestly. I base the utmost
compassion and respect for students who iiiercome great adversity to get a higher education. but
%%hi, don’t complain about fee
"hikes"’
For eiery person like you that
deems it necessary to disrupt class
is ith petty protests, there are 20
people is (irking as hard, or harder,
than you to get their education
is 010W 33[01314 about it’ So you,
Ali. :Ind Adnana can cry all you
%sant about tee -hikes.- but don’t
expect any pity trout Me, sir,
Seriously, suck it up.
hltIllil,
(

11101( e

Sparta tinkle is pros tiled tree of charge to students. faculty and siatt members. Ilse deadline tor entries is noon three
working dass before the desired publicatiiin date. Entry forms .ire us ailahle in the Spartan Daily tilt Ise in Dwight
Bente! Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyuicasa.spu.edu oiled **Sparta (Aide.- Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSI. Student Health Center
free I
and sexually transmitted
titles lion testing %% ill he tittered
Irom 5 a in ti S p in at the
Student I lea lilt Center. Appointments can he made is ith any staff
chms i.iii. For more information,
call I Ns-air Battle Jr. at
924 6117.
School 111 Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student
galleries will take place from
IO a.M. ti,4 p.m. in the Art budd-Tuesday Night Lecture
ing.
Series- will take place Irian
5 p.m. to fs p.m. in room 133 of
the Art building. A reception Will
be held hoot f) p.m. to X p.m. For
mon: nomination. call the gallery
nth, e al 924 .111(1
College of Engineering
l’ildergrailuate engineering
student ads ’sing is ill be as ailable
from 10 a.m. to noon and from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room 242 of
the Engineering budding. For
more information. call Evelyn
Contreras at 924-3H51.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at
I 2 lo p.m. "God Talk- will take
playe at 1 2:45 p.m. in front of
the A.S. Print Shop Copy Center.
"Faith Ii irmation" is ill take place
at a p.m. All other events will
take place at the Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel. For more
information. call Father Mike
Carson at 935-1610.
School of Music
"The Listening Hour" concert
series will take place from
2 10 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the
Music budding Concert Hall. It
is ill feature the oboe studio of
Pamela Hakl in an oboe concert.
For more information, call the
music office at 424-4673.
Counseling Services
A social skills group meeting will
take place from 3 p.m. to
4:20 p.m. in Counseling Services
of’ the Student Ser. ices Center.
For more information. call
924-59111.

Phi Alpha Theta
A meeting will take place at
3 p.m. in room 135 of Dudley
Moorhead Hall.

MESE(’
Information sessions about work
abroad progra its is ill take place
at noon and .it p in. in the
Almaden room and at 9 p.m. in
the Ctistunnan room of the Student
Union. For more information. call
Anh Nguyen ai 557-5471)
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SJSpirit
A meeting will take place at
5:30 p.m. in the Montalvo room
of the Student Union. For more
information. call Chaplain Rogei
at 605- 16/47.
Campus Greens, Students For
Justice
"The Corporation" will he shim ii
at 6 p.m. in room 224 of MacQuarrie Hall.
Victory Campus Ministries
"The Source" will take place at
5:30 p.m. in Spartan Memorial

APPLY ONLINE TO LIVE ON CAMPUS
Now you’re just a click away from everything that
living on campus has to offer. Go to the Campus
Village website and apply to live on campus today.

(iih5
The Errant Joint Union High School
District is now accepting applications for
the 2005/2006 School Year in the
following areas
Math Teachers
$2,000 Signing bonus
(NCLB Compliant w/CLAb)
Special Education Teachers
$3,000 Signing bonus
(NCLEI Compliant w /CLAD)
Up to $3,000

I what
Embroidery & Pronto

I!
#Ajj lose State

Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance
A meeting will take place from
4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Pachec..
room of the Student Union. For
more information, call Courtney
Chalupa at (531) 569-0715.

Relocate to the Sacramento Area
Art History Associatkm
A meeting will take place from
I1:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in room
329 of the An building. For more
information. call Rose Smith at
01311469-0132

CampusVillage

Relocation

Reimbursement

For an application call:
Joint Union High School District
Human Resources Division
1333 Grand Avenue*Socramento. CA 95838
(916) 286 4984
www grant k12 ca sjs and ed join try

You’ll live within walking distance of classes and
downtown San Jose. while enjoying great amenities
like high-speed Internet access. cable TV, furnished
rooms, basic utilities arid much more, all included in
your monthly rent.
Housing assignments are made on a first-come,
first-paid basis, so apply today!

Questions/ Call University Housing Services at
(408) 924-6160

Grant

APPLY ONLINE TODAY’

www.sjsucampusvillage.com
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Care facility maintains animals
for student research, experiments

Fallolo."11111F

By Marsea Nelson
Daily Stuff Writer

49),

Brandon Keller, a senior majoring
In spatial art, paints with mustard,
mayonnaise and ketchup for his
expressive drawing class in front of
the Art building Monday.

Lorry ’Thomas

CLARK- State contributes $16.1
continued from page 1
Shum said funding from the
state provided $16.1 million for
the designing, planning and construetion of Clark Hall.
’An additional $2.17 million
will be available on July I. 2006,
for the purchasing of furnishings
and equipment," Shorn said.
No said out of the $16.1 million, $15.709 million will he paid
to the university’s contracti irs.
Si. Amoroso Construction.
"The left over money from

Minit u!

the Slb.I unulluin N% ill
architect and enemeet tccit
tingency funds. consirti. non
agellletli anti 111,pet. 11;111 ii
said.
ii
Shum said that ,iiriently.
\ 1.4111,’
tractors are reniii\ iin2
walls of the building. iii
to demolition %s ink And !mum!,
Clark Hall. Shunt suit. v. ill
commodate um% elNik .201\ \ Ill. I, Ip
_to sem..
f,o het
and redu..V 11111Serso
-The univ cr.:1y is
lot of niouuey in rein Iii ti.111,-,

5115.

/4/Hy Stuji

tin. reconstruction
I iii
iii

thed
hesi

1;;;..

Shinn
Ith.C,
will find
Clark Hall.
expensive util-

011.11110nm continues,
Ni, said they :ire co ith the disabilities

.1111111

;Intl

IC-. in?

cii litsu

III

place

sensors

iii iii I Me building tot blind slit \\,. Jisii request that students
.incnipt hi elite? the fenced
ot the iih lints dan
Ii II Ind)
Shunt said.

I
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Prior to 1966. no laws were in
place that required research facilities that experimented on animals
to follow any laws or standards.
Then the Laboratory Animal
Welfare Act was established and
federal regulations were put into
place.
Pre -medical and pre -veterinary
biology majors at San Jose State
University have classroom animal
labs where they practice on live
and dead animals.
Matt Mongiello, a research associate in the research and investigation department of People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
said that animal use in university.
labs is widespread.
"I don’t think there’s a research
program out there that doesn’t
use animals to some degree,"
Mongiello said.
However. Mongiello said that
most universities use alternatives
as well.
"It’s really a mixed bag," he
said.
Larry Young. a veterinary nurse,
is the SJSU Animal Care Facility
operations manager. Young said he
supports the anitnal welfare mowmem. which is the reason he got
into the profession.
"This work is hard." Young
said. "especially if you care. He said the animals are xsell
taken care of and SJSU receixes
excellent reports when federal in-

spectors make unannounced visits
twice a year.
Young said he is supportive of
the standards that are in place and
of those who light for higher ones
because they give him the power to
enforce those higher standards.
Under the Laboratory Animal
Welfare Act, any research project
or classroom exercise using animal
subjects must first he approved by
the University Animal Care and
Use Committee. The committee is
made up of members affiliated and
unaffiliated with the university. as
well as members who are trained
in science and those %%Ito are not.
SJSU’s committee has II members
and Young said it is beneficial to
have the different perspective of
each member.
Young is not a member of the
committee hut said sometimes Is
asked for advice. lie said the committee follov.. the three "it’s." The
first is reduction. which requires
that the minimal number of animals he used as possible that null
produce aci.urate results. The sec
relinement has to don tilt
ond
making the procedure as painless
for the animal as pi issible. stkli as
drawing blood from a mouse’
instead of its e)e. The third "k stands for replacement. WheneN ii
aliernato es such
citicd tissue and Lomputcrs is ill
replace animal ewei iments.
hough it is not required
lass. Young said a cierinar) stall
member is present during all experiments in the classroinn ii
make sure that the students are

treating the animals properly. He
said the students who are sometimes nervous about handling the
animals appreciate this.
John Matson, a professor of biological sciences. said occasionally
a student objects to experimenting
on animals. Matson said if the student has a justified reason, such as
a religious or ethical tune, he can
usually find an alternative.
"I see no reason why they have
to (do the lab)." Matson said,
"(But) I think they are missing
out.
He said if he can justify the
need to use animals in a lab, then
getting appro% al from the committee is not difficult.
Mongiello said he and his colleagues at PETA have mixed feelings about the laws protecting lab
animals.
"They re all that we base and
we’re thankful that we have something." he said.
In Britain. Mongiello said, the
tau% s are stricter. If a researcher
cannot control an animal’s pain.
then the procedure cannot be done.
In the United States, however.
Mongiello said the laws simply require the researcher to consider the
allerthitii

I he lais really have a lot of
Iii les.- he said
lie said he talks to %elf:lin:mans
at min ersities is ho are frustrated
1., the l,is kiit lass.
-Some setennarians quit their
lobs In leas het:MIMS the end up
being folic(’ to help researchers
use animals." Mongiello said.

Got something to sayP
E-mail us at spartandally@casa.sismedu

Life begins after
the workout ends.
Welcome to something better, here
at Pinnacle Fitness. Workout in a warm
environment with more amenities. Feel
the results of great classes like
Pilates, SPINNING , even kickboxing.
And enjoy the difference of very
personalized service. Treat yourself to a
better workout, all close to campus
here at Pinnacle Fitness.

ONE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP

FREE

Buy one year membership and get the second year FREE!
Available cit Downtown San lose (Pavilion) location only.
Student memberships available.

San Francisco

South Bay
San Jose
408.924.0500

Los Gatos
408.358.3551

Hills Plaia
415 495 1939
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East Bay
One Post
415 781.6400

Blackhawk
925.736.0898

Danville

Walnut Creek

925.743.3919

925.933.9988

How much better
could your life be?
Offer valid oil
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Students with computers at home Study break ...
perform better in school, study says
By Banks Albach
Daily Stuff Writer

5

Home computers and Internet
access are helping high school students stay enrolled. graduate and
prepare for college at higher rates
than students without these facilities. according to a series of studies
by the Center for Justice. Tolerance
and Community at UC Santa Cruz.
The 2003 study. "The Effects
of Home Computers on School
Enrollment." discovered that for
every 100 teenagers age lb to
It4 without home computer access. 14 were not enrolled in high
school. For households with computers. the study found for every.
100 teenagers. four were not enrolled in high school.
A similar 2004 study by the
center found that nearly half of
high school graduates age lb to
19 with home computers were enrolled in college, while the college
enrollment rate for high school
graduates without computers was
one in four
The results of the latest study
"A Nation Of time: Research into
the Digital Ditide." are preliminary. hut they do show a small
gain in enrollment rates among
high school students without
computers. Tlw study ,ilso found
high school graduation Roes to
he higher for students cc ith home
computers es Cii is hell 011111,1111’1g
for income and family education.
These
prising

results

present
said

opportunity.

a

surlead

researcher Robert W. Fairlie, associate professiir of ecom )01k s at
Santa Cruz.
"I was %cry skeptical that
computers made much of a difference in education." Fairhe said.
"Oh% ii tusly computers can have
an effect in the labor market and
society in general, hut now I am
finding that there might be a role
for home computers in keeping
kids engaged in school and out of
trouble.
"It might actually raise the
rate of high schoill graduation."
he said.
In addition to overall student success. in the latest study

Fairhe surt eyed tive community
technology centers in the United
States and found that computers
and Internet access are "keeping
kids off the streets:. he said. The
study looked at centers in Seattle.
Harlem, lam ell. la’s ,Xligeles and

the California Central Valley.
Hav ing a home computer and
Internet access creates an acaclemis advantage for high sclu tot stu-

or dis,L ii ii lunch program
ate eligible tor a ’sI ’,II computer
through hurls program. ()ther
Ii in -MCl/111C groups may qualify
as %tell, she said,
This price includes a Pentium
II machine with two hard dric es.
a I 7-nich monitor ;ill ilk ll:1 coinmiter and .1 licenscil Nlicrosidi opcrating sy stein. she said,

’We use us hat vie
we don’t

elate professor and acting chair of

said. ". ny

the

social scielke, department at

t ’niservity.
Homework turned in hy

dents

vs ith

IS

and
-creates 1 mole Iiicorahle inpresslim.- (iliiierre, said. leflecting on
his expenence us .I student -teach11111.1sThe

Supers IsOf

"Clearly students w ith computers and Internet access are going lir
do better because they hat c
to more information." lie -.aid
This access is essential to a
student’s

toolbox

academic

and

he increased through special educational tits breaks. laptop
loaner programs. computer Jonaprograms,
tions and reliii
Fairlie it I ( sC said.
Computers tor ( lassrooms is a
nonprofit that has ticen fl iiii to
bridge the digital clic Me h ieltit-

could

hishing somputers

cue

use Ilk’ liii crud ii Ii hue’ This
compares to mole than r.lelit out 01
Ili white ’all age chililign ss ith
computer .1 iess and more than
al home
halt that
;he
\siati liace the 111..211.1 corn
puuic ’isticr ’hip and Internet its ail ’,.iionps measured.
fii ;aid

Ilion

hall

I au lie s

coidin._,
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Laccs said he told the 5511111.ln Ii.’
Sk fluid pia her di itc it and she seemed

and started to question her. The
woman remained unresponsite
and walked away and that was
when Sung said he called Laws
for assistance.
Laws said he also attempted to
question the woman. but could not
get a response.
I.aws also said the woman appeared to have spray -painted her
lips and parts of her body.
"It’s not clear if she was under
the influence of a controlled substance." Laws said. "But we’re
not ruling it out."

to suititlil> cc lb Ills iequest
When he \cent to administer the
ik onion
P"t (14’" II, a s said the
1111211 IsIs kes1 al lion
Laccs said he allect tor backup
.11111 high hi and Sone restrained
the cc onian until additional hackup arm ed
Campus police placed hei lit
hands tins and :I 5,1:111 that MIMI,
hili/e,1 her legs.
Locs said there %vele set eral
dise)ecc ’Messes hut the,i

t, , 11,5.

persecl titter backup arm est.
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’Research has indicated that a
significant portion of learning happens
outside the formal classroom.’
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SJSI !acuit) members invoked in
their chapters, including William
Sweeny’, and Hugh Gillis. both
part ot Delta Theta Omega. now
Alpha tau Omega fraternity
connections
have
Others
with powerful members of sit
clot Delta Upsilon fraternity
Ills had alumni who have had

Alpha Phi Omega is one ot the
largest organizations in the is told,
with members in the Untied States.
Canada and the Philippines. The
organization encourages its members to "Be a Leader, be a Friend,
be of Serv ice."
"All of our active members must
do 30 hours of commit it t service a
semester. We reach out to the campus. the community and the natioti
to do as much service as possible."
said Kin in Lowe, the president it
Alpha Phi Omega at SJSU
According to historical references for SJSU. Tau Delta Phi is
one of the most highly esteemed
organizations and is the oldest
men’s group having sustained re, (ignition hy the administration -%
member of SJSUls Imam-) since
1915. Tau Delta Phi is the only

standing tie, slat-

!IL L,1

INCIDENT - Woman placed under 72-hour observation
continued from page 1

continued from page 1

hiding Barry Swenson. a dc’’
\ eloper in San Jose, and Peter
U(..bet oak. former commissioner tit Major League Baseball,
meinher it the International
Olt niric Committee and onetime Republican candidate for
gosetnor of California.
"Fraternities
and
son int IC’.
ha
a unique
place in the Instil 1 tandt can trace
is roofs met 100
cal s. Ns oh long-

t,,ti .7,111H

C,1011):111

CLUBS - Some organizations date back to 189os

of San Jose. as well tither areas

aial

41111

I )(tau Staff

Veronica Pinar a sophomore majoring in child and adolescent development lies on e bench in front of
Morris Dailey Auditorium on Monday. Pinal was taking advantage of the nice weather by studying outside.
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Meredith Moran.
Student Life and Leadership

\ loran
-1-raternilies
amid siininties
some ill the hest
:quipped student otizanitations to
plot ide a ’home away from home
aimospliere. and to meet their
members’ needs tor long-lasting
triendships. leadership opportuninos. and meaningful connections
Ii ihe 11111%,..rsity., over time. Student chubs also have a long
historical mark on SJSUls
campus. Alpha Phi Omega, Tau
I iella Phi and the Black Masque are
alI organizations that hate been on
campus tor more than 60 years.
1Ipha Phi Omega, celebrating
its 05th i anniversary this past weekend. has been a maim contributor
I’ SJSU’s larger organizations.
According to the SJSU "History
of Student Organizations" hook.
I YAK,’

group that ha, Iven gus en lull
use of Tosser Ilan for chapter activities and initiation. a symbol ot
being the highest achievement on
campus. Notable menthe’s of this
organization are Morns Dailet
and Duncan !SlacQuarrie.
Though student organuations
have played a major pan in the
history of campus life, there is still
much that needs to be done to enhance and encourage more participation Moran said.
"Office space, prograniming
space. and recreational space that
are in central and visible location
helps send an important message
to the student body - student organizations and their activities are

Urns t11.11 .Ind
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SJSU Bowling Center offers gaming opportunities for students
By Erin Caballero
Daily Stuff Writer

On any given day. students and nonstudents alike can be seen playing video games.
table tennis. shooting pool or trying to bowl
it much -coveted strike in the San Jose State
University Student Union Bowling Center.
Take the elevator or the steps down to the
lower level, next
to the textbook
area of the Spartan
Bookstore, walk
through the glass
doors to the counter - to your right
is the bowling area
and to your left is
the pool. the table
tennis and the arcade room.
The video arcade is like any other arcade
in America - dimly lit with only the flashing
iidea game tenninal screens, butting with
the noise of animated characters fighting each
other to death and attracting a steady stream
of customers seven days a week.
"The avid garners are mostly men. but
when Dance Dance Revolution was here.
there were a lot more women." said La
Shante Harris. a senior majoring in nursing
who works at the Student Union Bowling
(’enter. She said for the most pan, the majority of people who come into the arcade are
regular customers.
One such regular customer is Raymond
Chow, a senior majoring in cis it engineering who visits the arcade four in- five times

a week.
-It’s fun to play and hang out with your
friends, just like people play basketball." he
said, while winning a game of "Street Fighter
III: Third Strike."
When asked whether he thought video
games were a negative influence on the youth
of America, he replied. "There’s no absolute
answer. If they’re violent. they’re going lobe
violent no matter what they play."
Whatever
one’s
opinion
on video games,
one thing is for
certain - these
aren’t the "Pone
"Pacman"
and
games of yore.
One can find
such titles as
"The House of the Dead II." "Gauntlet: Dark
Legacy." "Sega ’Idris" and the ever -popular
"Initial 1)3." a racing game in which the player is literally behind the wheel.
Games range from 25 cents to SI, with the
pinball machine ranging from 50 cents for a
single game to 52 for live games. The game
prices are located on the coin slots of the s id co-game terminals. hor the prerequisite sugar
high and thirst -quencher prior to play Mg.
vending machines are located in the arcade
and in the bowling concourse area.
The hours for the Student t !Mon Bowling
Center are 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. from Monday to
Thursday. 9 a.m. to midnight on Friday. noon
to midnight on Saturday and fi pin. to midnight on Sunday. For more inlormation. call
the Buns ling Center :it 924 (1.40(

"The avid garners are
mostly men. ..."
La Shante Harris,
student

Shamir/in thrifii/ /hilly Staff
From left, Nicole Dacumos, a sophomore majoring in animation, Justin Lu, a junior majoring in animation, and Paulo Santiago, a
freshman majoring in graphic design, play a game of pool with their own three -player twist Monday in the Student Union.
"It’s called ’elimination,’ "Dacumos said."That’s what we call it," added Lu," I don’t know the technical name."The game is Owed
with each player having five balls and the bier tive is to sink all the opponents balls while keeping at least one of your own on
the table.They were using the game to relax and get away from their studies for a while. "We’re artistically constipated at the
moment, so we’re just getting the brain jun I’S going.Lii said.

Program seeks to educate
students about drinking
By Christine Glarrow
!hilly St (dr 14’riter

Alcohol play s .1 noticeahle
in the us es ccl college S111(11.1111S 1111
1i01114iele. 1% 111C11 is one reaSi 111 1% lc
AlC01101 /1/41%art’lleSti MOilill IS ht.

ing reci,guited On San Jose state
Iniv ersity ’s campus.
Peer health educators at the
Student Hoilth ( ’enter proi tile set
vices lo help inlorm students ig the
potential problems assix:iated %volt
alcohol
Elgric Hurd Ill, a graduate sill
dent in S111:1111112%. is a Peer Health
hltication’s Ethnic arid Cultural
Health team leader w ho !eels it is
imix)rtrint for students In be etIti
cated ciii alcohol issues.
One thing stutli:nts ntssl to tin
derstantl. Hurd said. is that deter
mining a safe amount ig alcohol
varies from person I.person
"Safe is relatic.- Hurd said.
because %101111.! 11C01/11: 1111% L 11 h11211
tolerance lin alcohc ’l. cc tile others
have a km tolerance "I don’t eii
courage people hi in.is 11111 .11111 1111d
C 1’.
out a hat their Titus
Tyler Wel+. Ireshitimi ’main
ing in marketini.:. said ilk! amount
people can drink depends on their
height and weight.
"Ise seen one ps:rsi in Like one
sip and he done for the night." a kite
others can handle a fix mine. Welsh
said.
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s a 11111:.
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"A high oil price cull damage markets. and
he kixisis that." Bush said ol Abthillah, the de
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facto
the deseit kingdom.
Asked w Maher pump prices w mild drop.
Hush said that would depend on suppb, md
demand.
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is driving the price of gasoline.- Hush said.
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she also said that although by
2002 03 the total budget of the
inn% ersity was 47 percent higher
than in 1990-91. the library’s budget was only 26 percent higher.
Toward the beginning of the
meeting. Interim President Don
Kassing announced that a president’s house was purchased by
Spartan Shops and the deal is expected to close on Friday. Kassing
said he is ill probably end up living there for a while hecatise
the lease on his condo is up
below his interim presidency
ends. hut that It is intended for
the incoming president.
Atm additional Senate mod ing is ill he held on Friday’ in
engineering niom 189. Singh
asked who decided to have
the mini meeting and senate
t ’hair Annette Nellen said the
esecunse committee and she
made the decision.
"We’ve had a very busy
year :111(1 NC need the extra
meeting.- Nellen said.
’icily Veregge. chair of
biological sciences, presented the Senate Management
Resolution called Creating a
Faculty Disersity Committee,
Atc tAttaist%e discussion on
hat her the new Faculty
11ii ersit
’ommiltee would
replace the current Af timiat ive
Actitm t’inninittee followed.

the recommendation %ill he on
Friday.
The senate txissed AS I 2145
a ‘4:11M: of the senate resoluni,n,
regarding SJSL’s shared %Alin:.
that support of the iiiiiversit s
mission. There wotikl be deldwr
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support shared
such as in
legrit);,
ersit!, mtid conummit.
which were ranked as important
through a campitswide sun ey

but ultimately the resolution
passed Without an ainendment
stating this.
A Final F-xamination Policy
was also brought forth by the
Instruction and Student Affairs
Committee. The university has
never had a written policy. and
it states that faculty members
are expected to give students a
final exain unless atithorited by
the dean. The second reading of
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Other issues, including terrorism. prospects
for peace between the Israelis and Palestinians.
Syria’s role in I.ehanon. and democratic
change in the Middle Fast. tilled the leaders meeting and discussion user lunch, l’hey
agreed to set up a high lei el committee. headed by Secretary of State Condoletwa Rice and
the Saudi foreign minister. to deal with strategic issues.
Spreading democrat.) is 4 second -term g,)al
that could affect Hush’s legacy. vet In gh gas
prices are a drag on his impularity
A recent Associati.s1 Press A01 poll found
the public gis ing the president lois marks lin
his handling of energy problems. %sill] 62 per
cent saying they disapprined lanluer in April.
another Al’ sun ey finind public dissatisfaction
growing more generally. %kith Bush’s job imp
pnwal rating at 44 percent.

SENATE - Spartan Shops purchases house for incoming president

C.,1,111.11% 111:.111 t11,..11,C, 11111%11 Is
the 11.1.1t111112 %%Hist. cif ,1%.1111% ain, ’up
1111thiic .1,2(11.A1111:11C:111‘.

day by 2009 from the current I I million limit.
Saudi Arabia now- pumps about 9.5 million
barrels daily. If necessary. Saudi Arabia says
it will eventually develop a capacity of 15 million barrels a day.
National Security Adviser Stephen Hadley
said the plan could be seen as positive news icy
financial markets.
"The problem in the oil market now is a
perception that there is inadequate capacity."
Hadley said. Reassurance that can be gii en
to the market on available supply, he said.
should "have a downward pressure on the
price."
On another economic issue, the United
States and Saudi Arabia are on the verge of
a bilateral trade agreement that would allow the Gulf nation to join the World Trade
Organization by the end of the year. A Mullah’s
foreign affairs adviser. Adel Al Albeit.. told re
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Niners’ Smith wants to be like Young
SANTA CLARA (AP)
If Alex Smith
needs any pointers on how to survive the scrutiny and responsibility of his new job with the
San Francisco 49ers, he plans to talk to Steve
Young.
And if the NFL’s top draft pick ever worries about how he could ruin everything he
has achieved, Smith will think back to his high
school days in San Diego, when he watched
Ryan Leaf’s spectacular implosion.
Those two quarterbacks were on Smith’s
mind Sunday during his first official day with
the 49ers.
Owner John York and coach Mike Nolan
handed Smith his No. II jersey and the proverbial keys to a franchise that finished its worst
season less than four months ago.
-This is all still very surreal to me," Smith
said. "This is a gradual process, something to
work for.... This is great, but it’s not something
I ever expected."
The former Utah quarterback spoke with
Young. who played 13 successful seasons with
the Niners, that morning. Smith would love to
emulate the incoming Hall of Famer’s poise
and humility as well as his elusive, strongarmed playing style.
As for Leaf? Well, Smith was a Chargers fan
until Leaf’s catastrophic tenure when San Diego
made him the second overall pick in 1998.
"I learned a lot of what not to do," Smith
said. "Especially in him, you see how the money. I think, got to his head. He took himself a
little too seriously, it appears. I feel I need to
come into this with a blue-collar attitude. I can’t
expect anything. I can’t think any higher of myself because I was selected with this pick.
"In fact. I see it the other way around. I’ve
become even hungrier now, more willing to
prove it was the right selection."
Smith arrived in California late Saturday

night, and he met York and got his playbook
from offensive coordinator Mike McCarthy
during a visit to the 49ers’ training complex on
Sunday. Smith and his parents were scheduled
to have dinner with Nolan that night
and after that, the work begins.
The 49ers hope Smith’s much-lauded intelligence will allow him to grasp their new version
of the West Coast offense quickly. He will be at
the club’s next minicamp in two weeks, when

"This is all still
very surreal to me.
This is a gradual
process, something
to work for. ..."
Alex Smith,
49ers’
first round pick
he’ll begin his competition with Tim Rattay,
Ken Dorsey and Cody Pickett for the starting
job.
It’s a tough task for a quarterback who ran
former Utah coach Urban Meyer’s uniquely
inventive offense for the last two years. but
Smith’s parents believe he can handle it. Doug
Smith watched his son blossom from an undersized ninth -grader to a Heisman Trophy finalist.
and he believes Alex can go even further.
"Alex has always been a kid who was keenly
focused." said Doug Smith. also Alex’s high
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Canseco brothers liable
in nightclub fight lawsuit

school principal. "Once he decides what he
wants to do. there hasn’t ever been much that
anybody could do to talk him out of it. I think
he’ll figure out the offense as fast as anybody
can do it."
The goodwill of Smith’s first day in town
overshadowed a problem: The 49ers still
haven’t signed him. Smith’s agent. Tom
Condon, negotiated Eli Manning’s recordbreaking deal with the New York Giants last
season.
Manning got a $20 million signing bonus
in a six -year contract worth as much as $54
million, raising the salary baseline to alarming
levels for other teams.
Smith said he has no intention of missing
any practice time because of a contract issue.
however.
"The snag this year has been that Eli
Manning’s thing was so far out of reach from
where it was before." Nolan said. "We’re
probably going to have to go a little above and
beyond, too, but that much? Hopefully not."
Smith knows he’ll face plenty of distractions while he becomes one of the richest 20year-olds in Silicon Valley and one of the Bay
Area’s most visible athletes, but he plans to
keep things simple.
His parents are helping to manage his financial and living arrangements, and he plans
to spend every possible day at the 49ers’ complex. learning about his new job.
And in the highly unlikely event that it’s
ever necessary, his family could keep his ego
in check with one reminder of Leaf’s woes.
"How embarrassing," Doug Smith recalled.
"What a poor way to represent the community
and the NFL. Absolutely we talked about it.
We were Chargers fans, and we were let down
as fans. That wouldn’t be something that we
would ever envision (Alex) doing."

MIAMI (AP)
Former baseball star Jose Canseco and twin
brother Ozzie were found liable
Monday in a lawsuit by two men
whom they beat up at a Miami
Beach nightclub in 2001.
A jury awarded Christian
Presley and Alan Cheeks more
than ¶700,000 in compensatory
damages and left open the possibility of punitive damages.
The panel of four men and two
women reached the verdict after
deliberating two days.
Presley had sought SI million
and Cheeks $500,0130 in compensatory damages for their injuries
as well as emotional scars from
the fight at Opium Garden club.
The Halloween brawl started
after Presley accosted Jose
Canseco’s date.
The jury awarded Presley
$232.308 for injuries it said were
caused by Jose Canseco. Cheeks
got $506.600 for injuries, with
10 percent of the blame on Jose
Canseco and 90 percent on Ozzie
Canseco, the jury found. The jury
said neither brother acted in selfdefense. A hearing on possible
punitive damages was set for
Tuesday.
The Cansecos declined comment and didn’t appear to show
emotion after the verdict, but
their lawyer. Robert Saunooke.
said: "This is a very bad message

to the young women in Miami. If
you go out to a club in Miami, be
prepared to be a.ssaulted.Saunooke asked Judge Herbert
Stettin to throw out part of the
award and said he was considering
other appeals. The judge said he
would rule on the request later.
Presley and Cheeks declined
to comment until after the punitive damages hearing, where the
Cansecos are expected to testify.
Jose Canseco insisted in his testimony he never struck either man
and only pushed Presley with his
open palm when Presley got too
close. Even though both Cansecos
pleaded guilty in 2002 to criminal
battery charges, they testified it
was Ozzie who did all the hitting.
Jose Canseco’s date, Amber
Glick. testified she was grabbed
that night by someone she could
not identify. Presley said he
touched a feather on her Indian
costume. but Glick said she wore
feathers only as a headdress.
Jose
Canseco.
the
1988
American League most valuable
player with the Oakland A’s, hit
462 home runs during a I7 -year
career that also included stints
with the Chicago White Sox,
Texas, Boston, Toronto, Tampa
Bay and the New York Yankees.
Ozzie Canseco had a long minor
league career and played briefly in
the majors.
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LEE’S SANDWICHES now fir makes no claim for products or mg, All positions available 260
services advertised below nor E Santa Clara St @ Sixth St
is there any guarantee implied Next to New Civic Center/City
The classified columns of the Hall Call 408-687-1015 or visit
Spartan Daily consist of paid
wvnv leesandwiches corn
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the TELLER POSMON: Western
Union Santa Clara location
newspaper
Bilingual English/Spanish FT
$9 00/hr Call 988-4512

EMPLOYMENT

GENERAL
SOME TIME TO STUDY!
5PM-Midnight Sunday/Monday
Reception Clerk Answer
phones 8 emergency system.
light housekeeping & laundry
in hotel like setting Must be
fluent in English Redwood Villa
Retirement Residence Call
(6501 965-8633

SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$14 50 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suds All Majors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

SMALL MOM S POP ARTS
CRAFT CO. needs general
help Some retail sales, some
heavy lifting, some creative
work Will train, no asp nec
Close to SJSU FT/PT/Flex
Call Ed 408-984-4020

NOW HIRING CAMPUS
MANAGERS. Ready for the
UReps challenge? UReps
is looking for the most outgoing enthusiastic leaders
for our Campus Manager
position for the Fall. 2005
semester’ Work 10 hours per
week, gain valuable business
experience and earn whole
you build your resume $100
weekly salary plus bonuses
To learn more and apply, visit
WWW UReps corn

DEU VERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students,
Earn $250 Every Weekend,
Must have reliable truck Of
van Heavy hffing is required
408-292-7876

ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
EARN INCOME a GAIN EXPERIENCE
’PART-TIME OPENINGS
’HIGH -STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’Customer sales/service
’All maiors may apply
’Internships possible
’Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided
CALL 615-1500 9am - 5pm
WNWI workforstudents com/sisu

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn 515-$125 8 more/survey
WWW moneyfor surveys corn

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking

Infant. Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers 6 Aides Substitute
positions some with flexible
schedules are also availEMPLOYMENT
able ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
EDUCATION/RECREATION/
not req for Aide positions
CHILDCARE
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy for an interview (4 244SKILLS COACH: Rewarding
career in Soc. Service Work iv/ 1968x16 or fax res to 248-7433
adults with developmental disabilities FT/PT Call 553 0960
SAT TUTORS: 525-$35/1,our
Flexible hours Must have prior
experience and car Visit
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
www apply compassprep corn
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Recreation/Enrichment
Activities. Lessons. Learning for gri
Programs P/T, M-F 2-6 15pm
participants Work with other coin
Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour munity orgs Set-up 6 deliver pro
starting depending on cop No
gramsat assigned locations 5-10
ECE units req Call Kathy
hrsAvli $tO 00/hr HS diploma
408-354-8700X245
or equiv w/some experience
Understand girl/gender issues
TEACHER, Kidspark Hourly
First Aid/CPR Carl (have
Childcare Clr Flex hrs primar- or can obtain) Basic math
ily days & wkends ECE units
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
real Fun recreation program
company vehicles Bilingual is
Team environment Benefits
a plus Avail immediateiy Send
avail Visit WWW kidspark corn
cover letter 8 res to HR. Girl
Ctrs by Oakridge 8 Valley Fair Scouts of Santa Clara Co
Malls Call Leslie 213-0970
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
Email leslie4ludspark corn or
CA 95128 FAx 408 287-8025
Fax 260-7366
Email hr@girlscoutsolscc org
No phone calls please kAE or

COLLEGE WORKS PAINTING SWIM TEACHERS-Year
Looking for Motivated Students
to Paint houses in SJ Area this
Summer No Exp Nec Will
Train Call 408 310-0936

WELCOME SACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

round program indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavis,,,avac us

LOS GATOS SWIM AND
RACQUET CLUB ,5 Currently
accepting applications for positions in the following departments Front Desk, Fitness
Stall Summer Camp Leaders
CAMP COUNSELORS needed Childcare A Age-Group Swim
06/05-08/19 for Residential
Coaches Applicants are to be
outgoing able to multi -task
SUMMER Camping Program
for children 8 adults with disGood customer service is a
abilities ChaSenging, Rewarding, plus PT AM/PM shifts availCall Tarnisha4408-243-7861
able More info call 14081
or visit WWW viaservices org
356.2136 or fax resume to
14081 358-2593

DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -81h
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare.
PIT in the afternoon No ECE
units required. Previous expenence with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

SHARED HOUSING
HOUSING FOR YOU@SJSU
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE!
We Offer
"Housing for American
&International Students
’An Intercultural Experience
with International Students
’One Semester Contract
’Computer 8 Study Rooms
’Wireless Internet Access
’Sate, Friendly 8 Home -Like
Environment
’Various Cultural Activities
’Parking
We are currently accepting
applications The International
House is located at
360 S 11th Street If you are
interested or have questions.
please call 924-6570

SLOG/HOUR
Register FREE
for jobs near
Campus or Home
student -sitters corn

RENTAL HOUSING
DUPLEX FRONT UNIT: 2 BD
Spacious Close to Freeways
Japantown 8 Downtown
$1300/mo Call 650 520-7045

TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??

EVERGREEN TVINHS W/POOL
2 Rms $400 ea 114 utils Near
College .1 Frwys G/M Pref d
408 223-1840 or 892-1866

Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others, $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803

SERVICES
STORAGE-Need storage for
the summer? Downtown Se
Storage4850 S 10th St has
a special student rate of $49,,
Call or come by today, 14081
995-0700 Check us out at
vninv seltstoragesamose corn

LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
.,nciooes cosmetic’ $69 00/8ear
Save 30‘’.-- 90. For info call
1.800-655-3225 Or
’ewer studentdental corn or
wvnv goldenwestdental corn

Lge 2 B/1 5 Ba on 9e. $10951
mo 2 13/1 Ba $975/rno Newly
remodeled 408 309-9554

MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Green! rev Apts at
Tully 8 Mclaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking W6D
Close to Library Shopping
HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

PROFESSIONAL EDFf1NO
For your paper or dissertation
Expenenced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace ,4 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace4aol corn or visit
www gracenotesediting com
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ORental housing

:Announcements

Ushered housing

:Campus Clubs

DReal Estate
OServKes

Phone

OGreek Messages

Send check or money order to (Sorry, nO credit cards) to

:Events

Heath/Beauty

kedge Deily CleseMede, San Mee State University
Sin Use, California 951924149

Volunteers

:Sports/Thrills

OFor Sale

:Insurance

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent P1 Hall, Rm 209
Deadline: 10:00 a m two weekdays before publication
No refunds on cancelled checks.
hit ads are Prepaid
Rates tor consecutive publication dates only

Ossetian.? CALL 44112924.3277

:Electronics

:Entertainment

OVYanted

OTravel

Employment

Tutoring

SOUNDS UNIOUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used HiFi Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube 8 solid
state. loudspeakers DJ sound
8 classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys sells
trades. consigns 8 services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students &
faculty Check our website
www soundsunique corn or call
408-287-3002

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs
If you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to $900/mo
receive a free comprehensive
health screening 8 help infertile
couples For more information
or to apply online please visit
wvnv cryobankdonors corn

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408.241-8444
Or

800 550.4900 Free/Confidential

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Large glacier
Gaol formations
Pale-green moth
Gliders lack
IOU Pert
Hot - - oven
Sweethearts
Basketball hoop
- - gnpi
Medieval weapon
(2 wcfs
Nitrogen and
fluorine
Under par
Theater part
Camelot lady
Brides new we
Do a marathon
News network
Undercover org
Squirmed
Green parrot
Business sue
VolCanic emission
Small maw mess
Get rusty
Teachers favont
Cato s 102
Prefix for form
Lapel ornament
Subtle indication
Not taut
Don the feedbag
Roly poly
Lively Myer I
Cc’s:39.Ni? Ada
Tokyo formerly
Gives a
command to
Service charges
Conducted
Some flatware
Very to Yvette
Hear a case
Conks out
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I World banking
org
1 Mil rank
3 Platoon
4 Looked
everywhere
5 Regions
6 Library sound
7 Gourmet
mushrooms
S Spin around
9 Big rig
to Hanging back
11 Exploffers
12 Zulu home
13 Make
for oneself
21 Angry outburst
22 Zilch
23 Large-eyed
lizard
24 Eli
25 Red See
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Pitcher Forbes breaks more Spartan records
SJSU on track to place
third or higher in the WAC
By Ashley Little
/hid!) Staff Writer

c.ximpared with last season’s 16-35
record.
Last year, the Spartans placed
sixth in the WAC with a 9-13
conference record. With nine
Hie San Jose State University conference games left to play,
softball team is pushing ,5(g)in thc the Spartans have passed up last
Western Athletic Conference head- season’s numbers and still have a
ing into this week’s games. With chance to make it past their current
ranking.
"We finally hate come together as a team and has e great
Overall record WAC word
coaches." Hull said. "We have
28-22
4-5
strictly- awesome practices, and
Next home game:
we all have this mindset that we
Wednesday vs. UC Davis
could do it."
Pitcher Carol Forbes set an
an ()serail record of 2X-22 and example of their mindset when
4-5 in the W’\’, the Spartans have she broke more records Thursday
two more games of niinconlerence against Oregon State t !nisersity.
play before they face the final three Forbes holds the new record for
teams to possibly mine up in the SJSU single season strikeouts
with171, breaking the 2001 record
rankings.
"We will do awesome,- said of 169 set by- Sabnna Quintero.
Forbes also
catcher
A..1.
has
broken
Hull. "Hands
down
ste
"We will do awesome. other records
season
this
still
great
Hands down we will such as the
against es ery
opponent.
It
career strikedo great against every out
go
record and
will
school career
quick."
opponent...."
record of inIn the past
lour years, the
nings pitched.
Spartans hate
Despite the
A.J. Hull,
two losses they
nes er
made
It past third
had
against
catcher
place, but this
Oregon State,
season’s
staout
lushes
hate
Elisa Barrios
prised that this is a different team said that the team has more contt ith an improt ed us erall reci ird fideram this season compared to

1 m.rii

/ Daily Staff

Oregon State University shortstop Mia Longfellow forces out San Jose State University outfielder Courtney Lewis at second base dir i ng gem t
of a doubleheader Thursday. The Spartans lost both games 3-1 and 3-0.

last year.
"You can sec ii in our facial
expressions when we arc at the
plate," Humus said.
As a team, they hate had 359
hits with 67 of the hits being in
WAC more than last season’s 2:40
hits.
"We have the ability to do well,"
Barrios said. "We just has c to has c
consistency In our defense and offense and Ste will be fine."

Ficklin to begin training with 49ers

Head coach Dec Dec EnahenterOmidiji and assistant coach Jen
Goods% in take part in the team’s
success, according to many players on the team.
"The two of them combined together bate really turned this team
around. I finally feel like we’re accomplishing something out there. ..aid infielder Carla: 11111.
Along with rittodu in Joining
the team and pi, ,siding m we con-

hdence to the girls, 11111 said each
persist has ’nip:1,5c.] cm an Inch ’dual bast..
"I’m constantly trying to impros e ill he mental and physical
aspects tl n game, hut my sea sin this y eat cc 411rKlied It last has
been more ol an improt ement in
my attitude and composure.- Hill
definitely matured as a
said.
player on the held."
The Spartans still lace (I(’

1).is is once again in a mine( inference di mhIchcado zu I p.m. on
Wckinesti.i .11 5.15l field. SJSU
defeated f 1’ pat is in a clt tublcheadet lot then lust match ot the
seas, tEL
FM: Spartans still then head
into then tmal eight games of the
SLAM NI, %%1111 owiterencr: mak:he%
.ipainst thy I ’in
Ntnatit,
the I.ni4:1,11
I Liss .11.1 and

Iccht

Spring Clearance Sale (q) Spartan Bookstore

Former Spartan linebacker will switch to fullback
By Shannon Barry
Daily Staff Writer

Despite not being picked up by the NFL Draft.
limy Ficklin will begin his dream with the San
Francisco 49ers as a as an undrafted free agent, his
agent said.
"Ilc was a long shot to be drafted," said Kenny.
Zuckerman. president of athlete representation for Prionty
Sports and Entertainment and
Ficklin’s agent. "He was very
raw as a lootball player. As a
local guy in the area, they saw
him as an important player. He
signed with the 49ers and they
arc going to switch him to lull back."
Ficklin made his decision
to declare himself eligible ii
the draft in February becaus,
ill uncertainties with San Jose
State Unit ersit) lootball program, he said.
"I wanted to go out and see the world." he said. "I
always try to push myself oserboard and it was a big
step I had to take.Ficklin grew up in Natchitoches. La.. and mined

across the country tor football to San Jose.
One of the deciding factors was his el, ,se cid
tionship with former Spartan head coach hi/ I ItIl.
he said.
"My grandpa had passed and Coach Hill was a
good friend of the family," he said. "He took me in
and gas e me a chance."
During the past three months, the former San
Jose State Urns ersity football linebacker sentured
to New Orleans to intensely train lor the draft.
While he has held positions as defensive tackle
and defensise end. Ficklin said he is willing to play
whicheser position will benefit the team.
Ficklin still return to the Bay Area this weekend
and attend a minicamp at the Twin Creeks Sports
Complex in Sunny% ale with the ()serail t\:". I pick
Ales Smith. w ho is a quarterback from the I iii ersii\
of Utah, and other new Niner draft picks.
Among those who will be
joining Ficklin at 49ers
minicamp are:
OB Alex Smith, Utah
G David Baas, Michigan
RB Frank Gore, Miami
OT Adam Snyder, Oregon

25%
0017 5 /0

Golf team not selected for postseason play
By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Staff Writer

Alter finishing second in the Western Athletic
Conference Championships last week, the San Jost
State I ’nisei-sit) VII MICI1.% golf team was nut selected
to mote i in to the regional tournament.
Sixty -three teams were selected to participate in
the three regional tournaments, which will begin on
May 5.
S.IS1 ’ was ranked 64th in the Golistat rankings on
April 19. Golf stat’s Web site posts the official rankings tot college golf.
The WAC Championship tournament tisik place

from Apnl 1,4 to 20 in Idaho.
After the first round in the tournament. SJSt ; was
tied for first with the (nit ersity of Tulsa. The team,
continued to be neck -and -neck through the second
round and SJSII came out on top by one stroke.
The third round was dominated by Tulsa’s Ni
play CI and Tulsa ti s ’k the bairn:amen! with SJS1’
hind by fite strokes.
SJSt Ireshman goner Jenelle Gime/ led IN
team with the best scows in the first and second
rounds. Although she placed second as an nubs idual
in the tournament, none of the plaers on the Sist
team were selected lin the pi istseasi in tournament.
SJSU golfer Tat Kinney, a senior, had the hest
scare in the third round with 74 sit. tkes.
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By Professor Michael Santana
legalwritingprep corn
The first on line law school prep course
Tuesday flpfl MIL 2115

April 26th 9am

28th

3pm

*Items Priced as Marked.
All Sales Final.
Limited to Items on Hand.
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